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Engineered to last.
Built to be more durable and longer-lasting than the competition, our bungee tethers are third-
party load rated and thoughtfully designed to prevent dropped objects.

Self-Locking carabiner
The Hook2Loop Bungee Tether 
features a self-locking carabiner 
that prevents accidental opens
and automatically closes.

Competitor non-locking carabiners 
Non-locking carabiners can 
be disconnected with a simple 
twist, potentially resulting in an  
accidental drop.

Competitor barrel locks
Many competitive bungee-tether 
bottoms often utilize a barrel 
lock. These barrel locks can pose 
risks as they allow for improper 
tethering of tools.

Part # Description Load rating Length (relaxed) Length (stretched)

1500047 Hook2Loop Bungee Tether 15 lbs. (4.5 kg) 32 in. (81.3 cm) 47 in. (119.4 cm)

1500048 Hook2Loop Bungee Tether (10 pack) 15 lbs. (4.5 kg) 32 in. (81.3 cm) 47 in. (119.4 cm)

1500049 Medium-Duty Hook2Loop Bungee Tether 35 lbs. (15.9 kg) 31 in. (78.7cm) 52 in (132.1 cm)

3M™ DBI-SALA® Bungee Tethers

1500047 1500049

Tool Lanyards
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Part # Description Quantity Load rating Length (relaxed) Length (stretched)

1500063 Hook2Hook Coil Tether 1 5 lbs. (2.3 kg) 4 in. (10.2 cm) 62 in. (157.5 cm)

1500064 Hook2Hook Coil Tether 10 5 lbs. (2.3 kg) 4 in. (10.2 cm) 62 in. (157.5 cm)

1500067 Trigger2Trigger Coil Tether 1 5 lbs. (2.3 kg) 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) 24 in. (70 cm)

1500068 Trigger2Trigger Coil Tether 10 5 lbs. (2.3 kg) 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) 24 in. (70 cm)

1500059 Clip2Clip Coil Tether 10 2 lbs. (0.9 kg) 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) 24 in. (70 cm)

1500065 Hook2Quick Ring Coil Tether with Tail 1 2 lbs. (0.9 kg) 3 in. (7.6 cm) 62 in. (157.5 cm)

1500066 Hook2Quick Ring Coil Tether 10 2 lbs. (0.9 kg) 3 in. (7.6 cm) 62 in. (157.5 cm)

1500060 Clip2Loop Coil Tether 10 2 lbs. (0.9 kg) 7 in. (17.8 cm) 34 in. (86.4 cm)

1500061 Hard Hat tether 10 2 lbs. (0.9 kg) 4 in. (10.2 cm) 34 in. (86.4 cm)

1500062 Hard Hat tether 100 2 lbs. (0.9 kg) 4 in. (10.2 cm) 34 in (86.4 cm)

1500059
Clip2Clip Coil Tether
■ Non-conductive
■ Ideal for use from Wristband.

A

B

1.75 in.  
(4.4 cm)

3 in.  
(7.6 cm)

3M™ DBI-SALA® Coil Tethers
An industry-first innovation.
Easy to clean and out of the way—exactly what a tether should be. The lightweight vinyl construction 
and ultra-compact design of our Coil Tethers makes them an ideal alternative to classic bungee 
tethers. Since we first introduced them to the marketplace, we’ve continued to refine and improve our 
line of coil lanyards with feedback from actual workers in the field. Tool Lanyards

1500060
Clip2Loop Coil Tether
■  Secure cameras, cell phones, radios

and other small objects.
■  Works well with our Micro D-ring

(see page 8).
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1.75 in. 
(4.4 cm)

3 in.  
(7.6 cm)

1500067
Trigger2Trigger Coil Tether
■ Ideal for use from Wristband.

A
7 in.  

(17.8 cm)

1500063
Hook2Hook Coil Tether

Patented4 in.  
(10.2 cm)

5 in.  
(12.7 cm)

1500065
Hook2QuickRing Coil Tether 
with Tail
■  Use with hammers and other

long-handled tools.
■  Available as a combo with our

Hammer Holster (see page 17).

5 in.  
(12.7 cm)

3 in. 
(7.6 cm)

14 in.  
(35.6 cm)

1500061
Hard Hat Tether
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Part # Quantity Load rating Length 

1500053 1 10 lbs. (4.5 kg) 12 in. (30.48 cm)

1500054 10 10 lbs. (4.5 kg) 12 in. (30.48 cm)

1500055 1 10 lbs. (4.5 kg) 24 in. (60.96 cm)

1500056 10 10 lbs. (4.5 kg) 24 in. (60.96 cm)

1500057 1 10 lbs. (4.5 kg) 36 in. (91.44 cm)

1500058 10 10 lbs. (4.5 kg) 36 in. (91.44 cm)

3M™ DBI-SALA® Retractor

Trigger2Trigger Lanyards

Medium-Duty Hook2Loop Lanyard

1500069
■   Compatible with a number of our Tool Holsters (see page 14), 

Wristbands (see page 26), and Tool Pouches (see page 20).
■   Inner 52 in. (132 cm) steel coil allows automatic retraction  

when not in use.
■   1.5 lbs. (0.7 kg) load rating.

Top to bottom: 
1500057, 1500055, 
1500053

Part # Load rating Length

1500050 35 lbs. (15.9 kg) 72 in. (182.9 cm)

1500050
■   Features an aluminum double-action twist-lock carabiner to prevent  

accidental opens.
■   Works well with medium-duty tool cinch (see page 6).

Tool Lanyards

■    Thumb-controlled trigger snaps on both sides of these 
lanyards are easy to operate, even while wearing gloves.

■   Trigger snaps swivel, making them tangle-resistant.


